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I
read the Feb.3issue of The Spectator
and was upset with the organization of
this paper.
thought thatthere were
Inmy opinion,I
two very important news stories. They
were the article on the death of Dr.
Mirbagheri and the indictmentof theSU
law students. Icould not believe that
theses stories appearedon pages6and7.
The Spectator should have done something very special for the death of one of

our truly great professors. Most students
probably didn't evenhear about his death
since the small article was buried so
deeply.
On theother hand,I
can now guarantee
that almost every student knows about
international week since this appeared
throughout the paper and Bob Marley's
birthday, since this had an entire two
pages.
This seems ridiculous. Apparently The
Spectator believes that Bob Marley's
birthday ismore important thanthe tragic
death of one of our professors. Ialso
think that thestaffof TheSpectator should
have interviewed some of his students
and not just a few colleagues.
Thank you very much.

Jon Niegowski
Sophomore,honors

E-MAIL :((/

spectator@seattleu.edu

The Spectator is the official student
newspaper of Seattle University. It
is published every Thursday, except
duringholidays andexamination World Wide Web :
periods, for a total of 28issues
the 1999-2000 academic year.
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CHRISTIAN ART
at the

KINSEY GALLERY
CASEY BUILDING
COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCES

JANUARY 3

FEBRUARY 25, 2000

JOHN AUGUST SWANSON
BIBLICAL ART FOR THE NEW MILLENNIUM

RECEPTION FOR THE ARTIST

Tuesday,February 15, 4-7 p.m.
Kinsey Gallery
ARTIST TALK

Wednesday, February 16, 3:30 to 5 p.m.
A. A. Lemieux Library

DAY RETREAT WITHTHE ARTIST

-

Saturday, February 19, 9 a.m. 3:30 p.m.
Chapel of St. Ignatius / Campus Ministry
Reservations: (206)296-6075
WEDDING FEAST
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Be Creative!. Be Fascinating! Be Real!
Come prepared to show us your thing (or at least talk about it).

In the Vachon Room (Fine Arts Building)
Or call x5363 and leave a message
Song Books will be available to check out in the Fine Arts Office
from 2/21/2000 if you wouldlike to prepare a song
Accompaniment will be available (on guitar)or bring your own.
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Journey to
SUtravels "Between the Congo

andtheFish"

Anti-ApartheidfightersgiveSU
perspective on life in South Africa
Katie Ching
Managing Editor
MartinConnell and Terry Sacco
were offered privileges in education,health care and economic opportunity. They were given every
opportunity tosucceedandexcelin
their society.

They could have done anything,

travelled anywhere and been anything they aspired to be. But for
Connell and Sacco, that privilege
came at too high a price.
It came at the expense of over
three quarters of South Africa's
—
population the75.2percentof the
population that is black.
Connell is a practicingphysician
in South Africa. Sacco, his wife,

posh suburb of Johannesburg, and
the onlyblack people that you saw

were people who were domestic
workers andpeople whowere working in the gardens."
While Connell's family enjoyed
a degree ofeconomic privilege because of their race,his father made
sure that they understood the privilege they had been afforded. His
family attended mass in Soweto,
perhaps the poorest and most depressedblack township in the country. His father made clear his displeasure with the government's
policies and systematic discrimination. Other whites werenot as willing to recognize the injustices of
theirsociety.
"It waspossible with a littlebit of

was recently studyingandteaching determinedostrich behavior,stickin the U.S. Friendsof KarenLutz, ing your headin the sand, to grow
the administrativeassistant in the up and believe you were in a white
psychology department, Connell dominated culture," Connell said.
and Sacco spokeat SUtoa crowded
Because of their family's overtSchafer Auditorium.
ness, Connell and his siblings were
They spoke of theirinvolvement ostracized as children. Because of
with the anti-Apartheidmovement, his race, Connell was able to contheir perspectives as white South tinuehis education, eventually finAfricans, theirconnections withthe ishing medical school and estabAfrican National Congress,andtheir lishinghimselfas a physician.
conflict withSouth African police.
But instead of passively living
During a recent interview, his life, submitting to Apartheid's
Connelldescribedhis life as a white limitationsand regulations,Connell,
alongwith his wife,decidedto fight
South African.
"In retrospective,it seemsalmost againstit.
impossible thatIlived through that
As a physician,he witnessed the
time. What was real to megrowing prejudice and injustice in South
up.lookingback on it,looks as if it Africa's health care system. Black
were an impossibility," Connell South Africanscould not be treated
at whitehospitals.
said.
"We grew up in a good suburb, a
"If you went to a Johannesburg

hospital, youhad tobewhite.
If you were badly injured
and out on the road, you
couldn'tgo toa white hospital; they wouldn't treat you
there," Connell said.
While the hospital'spolicies of discrimination excludedblacks and other minorities, Connell believes
that many physicians tried
theirbest to act fairly and to
offer health care to all who
sought it.
"I saw many many doctors be completely unsparing of themselves," Connell
said.
While Connell worked to
provideadequatehealth care,
Sacco became increasingly
involved withanti-Apartheid

groups.
Herhomewasonceraided
by the police because she
was suspected of involvement with thebanned ANC.
She was arrested and spent
several monthsindetention.
For Connell and Sacco,
the endto Apartheidbrought
pride to South Africa. It
gave South Africans a
chance to forgive and remember. It gave freedom
fightersand the oppressed a

chance to work toward
equality and justice.

U-WEN LEE
StaffReporter
In conjunction with Black History Month,two performers from
Zimbabwe were brought toparticipateinan audiovisual presentation
at the Schafer Auditorium yester-

and sometimes both, to join them on
stage,dependingon the type ofsong or
message they were trying to convey.
The play and songs were mainly in
African dialects, with translations in
English. "We want toshare withpeople
wholiveoutsideour country ofZimbabwe to knowmoreabout our cultures,"
McLaren said during oneof theintermissions.
Mashingaidze was clad in a traditional African costume. She sangsongs
of culture, hope and hardships. They
sang a piece called "Feela," which
means thata family traditionally sweeps
the floor before they eat, as the belief
stands that the ground must alwaysbe
clean before mealtimes. "Lesotho,"
taught the audience the story that men
who want to marry their girlfriends
must first visit the parents' home and
offer themacertain amount ofcattle as
a sign of respect.
Both Mashingaidze and McLaren

day afternoon.
Chipo Mashingaidze and Dr.
Robert McLaren (Mshengu
Kavanagh) putona two-hour song
and dance concert, "Between
the
"
Congo and the Fish, that captured the very essence of their nationality, and gavedetailed insight
to their way of life in Southern
Africa.
Organized by the Office of Minority Student Affairs and the InternationalStudent Center,theconcert wasa journey through southern Africa. It utilized many forms
of visual and performance art, intook turns playing the guitar, drums,
cluding poetry, song and dance.
Mashingaidze and McLaren's and other African percussion instruperformance at Seattle University ments that showcased different cus-

was their sixthperformanceon the toms. They talked about problems
road. They came to share tales of plaguingtheircountry, such as poverty
culturaltraditionsof the Shona, the and hunger.
colonization of the southern Afri- During the slide show, the duo also
can region, and the struggle for made references to Archbishop

freedomin Tanzania,Mozambique,
Zimbabwe and South Africa. They
also wanted todisplay the courage
andresiliency oftheAfricanpeople
as they overcame the problems
which have plagued them in the

Desmond Tutu, Nelson Mandela and
other famous Africans.
Mashingaidze is a member of the

well-known political theatre group,
Zambuko/Izibuko, and frequently appears on Zimbabwean television.
past.
McLaren is a co-founder of the
They encouragedaudience par- Children's Performing Arts Workshop
(CHIPAWO), where
ticipation. Occasionally, they would ask
he is now working
themen orthe women,
full-time.

See The Spectator's website for the
completeinterview with MartinConnell
at http://www.seattleu.edu/student/
spec.
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Tickets will not be distributed prior to the event. Seating is based on a first come, first serve basis.
The doors to Connolly Center will open at 1:45 p.m. The ceremony begins at 3 p.m. and will
conclude at 5 p.m.
The convocation is open to all Seattle University students, faculty and staff. For more information
contact Tina O'Brien at (206) 296-6162.
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Diversity workshop explores prejudice
AMY BARANSKI

ences, but about common ground.

Staff Reporter

Dr. Nina Valerio, assistant professor for Seattle University's
School ofEducation, discussed the
complexities of culture and diversity withstaffand students inCampion Lobby lastTuesday.
Thisis Valerio'ssixth yearat SU.
She teaches courses in multi-culturaleducation and curriculumand
instruction.
The event was coordinated by
Mark Melnyk and Winter Brown,
Resident Assistants for the multicultural floor on the 1lth floor of
Campion.
Each quarter the residence halls
present a life skill program. This
quarter the theme was "Cultural
Diversity and Prejudice: A Matter
of Nature or Nurture?"
Melnyk was influenced by the
theme of his floor and hoped to
bring more diversity awareness on
BROOKE KEMPNER/ PHOTOEDITOR
campus. He advertised this event Students at the diversity conference listen to Dr.Nina Valerio in Campion 's lobby.
all across campus. Melnyk even
sent e-mails to ASSU and commuthat SU doesn't provide multi-cul- Valerio said.
identitfication bystating that, "Iam
nication majors to promote the tural awareness, it's that there is a
Students were led through a five an evolving human being."
event.
generalapathy towards this sort of minute exercise of listing self deValerio had two students read a
Despite the campus-wide adver- education.
scribingadjectives.After they were callandresponsepoemthatreflected
This interactive programwas de- done,theyshared their perspectives theseemingly irreconcilable differtising, the program was poorly attended.About half an hour intothe signedtoprovokestudents' thoughts of personalidentity.
ences of cultures.
lecture,attendancereacheditsmaxi- about their identity and their relaDespite the sharp distinctions
Valerio pointed out the cultural
mum at about 15 students.
tionship toothers.
differences in personal identity between individuals and cultures,
"How can welearnand teachand when she juxtaposed a long list of Valerio expressed optimism. She
"The programs are there, just no
one shows," Melnyk said.
talk aboutsocial actionif we don't words describing one student and stressed that the emphasisbetween
Melnyk explained that it's not know ourselves at the outset," anotherstudent's simple wayofself people should not be about differ-

Students shared some personal
witnesses of prejudice and cultural
clashing. One student relayed her
frustration at themediafor identifying African Americans as the
"other" Americans.
Another student spoke of the racial tensions between Hispanic and
white students.
Valeriodemonstrated theseriousness ofcultural clashes by citing an
incident that was reported in the
Seattle Times in May of 1997. A
woman from Denmark who was
visiting New York Citylefther baby
in a carriageoutside of the restaurant she was eating at.
The woman was approached by
some local residents who advised
her that she was mistreating her
baby and if she failed to bring it
inside with her, that she wouldbe
reported to the police.
The woman, not understanding
the problem of leaving her child
outside, wasthen arrestedand jailed
for three days.
She was later released and reunited with her baby.
It is a customin Denmark toleave
babies in carriages outside of restaurants and other public places.
Valerio explained that since cultures can be so distinctly different,
it is important to learn about other
cultures so you can be more prepared to deal with different customs.

Murphy repair project nears completion
AMY JENNIGES
News Editor

come to me and express theirfrustration," said Simon Faretta, a junior majoring in political science,

After living withconstruction at and a resident of the apartments.
"The apartments have been
months,
several
residents andman- treated like a construction site that
agement alike will find somerelief has no residents," Faretta said.
tomorrow.
Oneconcern amongresidents has
Drainshavebeeninstalledinfront been the notification of developof numerous doors to alleviate the ments in the project.
floodingproblems the complex ex"The information has not been
perienced during fall quarter, and there, and what has, has been
the slope of the concrete to these wrong," Faretta said. "Which just
squares the frustration."
drains has been increased.
The construction, with the exPartof the problem with posting
ception of some finishing work on information on times and dates for
the main entry to theRutilo Grande, expected construction was not
SJ, House, is expected to be com- knowing for sure when it would
pleted tomorrow.
takeplace,accordingtoKellyCopp,
"We tried a couple of less intru- Murphy Apartments Manager.
sive alternatives [to the drains],"
"We're at the whim of the conJudy
Sharpe,
said
Seattle struction company," Copp said.
University's Director of Residen"The construction company
tialServices.
needed something on Friday that
Acommittee of the construction, they wouldn't haveuntil Monday,"
designanddevelopmentcompanies Sharpesaid,regarding anewsletter
anduniversity officials decidedover that said the concrete would be
Christmas break that drains would pouredlast Friday.
bethe best permanent solution.
The project has also been at the
"Wehad todo a permanent fix," mercy of rain and other weather
Sharpe said. "If we could have delays.
waiteduntil the summer,that would
Oneresident was upset after behavebeenideal. Butwe just couldn't ing wokenupbyconstruction noise
at 7 a.m.on Monday, Jan.31.
wait that long."
Theinstallation of the drains neAphonecall toSharpeprompted
X-raying
cessitated
the concreteto her to call Baugh Constructionand
placement,
determine
demolitionof ask the workers to waituntil9 a.m.,
concrete,
the old
and pouring new per the agreement made with the
concrete after drains were put in university.
place.
"I told them they had to stick to
Many residents were not happy our [time frame] agreement,"
withtheinconvenience the construc- Sharpe said. "I don't think there's
tion posed.
been a violation of that since."
"I've had a number of people
Theresidents were compensated
the Murphy Apartmentcomplex for

The Spectator

learningcurve here," Faretta said.
Copp said that anyone withother
learned while handling this large
day, in order for X-rays to take project can be extended to future concerns regarding the project is
place. Their February rent was re- projects such at the new Student welcome inher office.
ducedby $25, and they were given Union Building.
"Ihave anopendoor,"Coppsaid.
earlierin theproject, when theyhad

Sharpe hopes that the lessons

toleayetheir building forpartof the

meal vouchers octctd

at all nn-cam-

pus eateries.
"This
[project] has
not been a
very pleasant
thing to deal
with," Sharpe
said. "I think
it'sbeenhardest on the
people living
there.It'sbeen
a genuine university concern."

"I hope there's been a certain

"I'mhere."

Research Paper Clinics

The Lemieux Library Reference Department will offer Research Paper Clinics

-

February 1 25, 2000
Librarians will give inciivicjualize4 assistancein:
Defining your research topic
Developing search strategies
Utilizing online and print resources.
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Sign up at the Reference Desk. 21 Floor. Lemieux Library, with a topic in mind'
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Renovations seek to increase learning
AMY BARANSKI

StaffReporter
The lower

part

withDr. Mara Adelman. A major

a paper.
focus of the classis the studyof the
The previous environmentof the
relationship between space and so- lobby was more institutional, having industrial furniture. Adelman's
cial interaction.
previous
Adelman's
classes had class wanted to add plants, color
been involved with the Bellarmine and comfort in the new design.
The lobby now haseasily mobile
lobby renovation. The success of
that projecthas propelled Adelman furniture topromote groupcommuand her students to look at the dy- nication. Real plants and a colorful
namic ofother spaces on campus. throw rug also adorn the area.
Eight students,ledby John Ward,
Adelman was behind the recent
faceliftin the lobby entrance of the a senior communication major,

main. New additions to the space

of the Student

Union Building will be getting a

facelift by the end of the year.
Surveys aboutthe use and atmosphere of the basement were collected and studied by Chris
McGowanand Betsy Yanasak, two
SUB managers.
Responsesonthe surveys showed
a lack of use of the basement by
most students. According to
Yanasak,some students didn't even
know it was for their use, or even
there at all.
"There was a tremendous feedbackthatsaid weneeded todosomething with the basement," Yanasak
explained.
ThegroupresearchedotherSUBs
on other campuses to learn more
about what typeofinterior design is
most conducive to student interac-

tion.
"The idea," explained Yanasak,
"is to create a rambunctious space
for students,because theupperbunk
is really quiet and there is a high
volume of traffic in the Chieftain."

After presenting their ideas to
Hank Durand and Nancy Gerou,
VPs of Student Development, the
group was funded up to $6,000 for
therenovation.
They plan to removethe interior
lockers as well as the video games
from the basement. However, the
pool and foosball tables will re-

will include an on-campus phone
that will increase safety in the obscure area.
Yanasak explained that student
surveys indicated a major concern
thatthebasement wasa scaryplace
to be, especially at night. A fresh
coat of paint, carpet cleaning, improved lighting and new furniture
will alsobe part of the project.
"We wantit tobeamoredynamic
space thatpeople can actually use,"
Yanasak said.
Yanasak started thinking about
the SUB basement when she took
"Dynamics of Communication"

opportunity to influence people's

perceptions and experiences when
they enter the communication department lobby," Wardsaid. "Iwas
onthe team that helpedredesignthe
Bellarmine lobby,and am regularly
amazed at how that space has been
revitalized throughgood space and
environmental design."
Ward also expressedconcern for
bland and uninviting classrooms.
He thinks that if there was more
communicationdepartment in the workedwith a budget of $1,000 to stimulatingmilieu,students' minds
Casey Building as well.
come up with the user-friendly de- would likewise be stimulated.
Dr. Adelman and her students
The redecoration of the commu- sign ofthe space.
"Spacedesign is a topic of gTeat wish to impact the rest of campus
nication department wasanalternative offeredby Adelmanto writing interest to me. Iloved having the by their example of renovation.

Touchstone Lecture focuses on the Bard
JENNIFER ELAM
Staff Reporter

Englishdepartment and the former
Director of the Honors Program.
Dr. David Madsen, the current
Director of the Honors Program,
welcomed the audience by explainingBosmajian's purposeof starting
the seriesin1994.
"ItwasProfessor ßosmajian's intention tooffer this annual program
as a means of showcasing the faculty and students whomake up the
Honors Programs at Seattle University, as an opportunity to convenealumni,friendsand supporters
of the program, and, not least, to
offer a forum for faculty and students to speak on works of literature, thought, art and architecture
whichhave affected them deeply,"

Last Tuesday night in the
Wyckoff Auditorium, Father
StephenRowanandProfessorWilliamTaylor from the English Department had the opportunity to
share their love for Shakespeare
before a captivated audience.
Their discussion of two
Shakespeareanplays, King Lear
and The Winter's Tale, was for the
Touchstone Lecture Series, pre-

sented annuallyby theHonorsProgram after being inaugurated by
Dr. Hamida Bosmajian in 1994.
This is the seventh year of the
series.
Bosmajian is a professor in the

This year's Touchstone Lecture
Winter's Tale.
Touchstone texts, according to
Madsen, are classics and are texts
thatcanbeturned toagainand again.
Father Rowan,Englishprofessor
at SU for nearly 20 years, gave a
presentationonShakespeare'sKing
Lear.Inhis lecture,he gave a clarifying depiction of the text and offeredhisbelief that thereis amoral
validity to be foundin Shakespeare
for thenew millennium.
Taylor has taught at SU for 35
years andisa lover ofperformance,

'The greatest play ever written is
Kins Lear, The Winter's Tale is
the most moving."
"I was really happy with those
who attended. Ithought it was a
good mix of faculty and students,
people from off campus, people
from on campus. Ithoughtit went
well,"Madsen said.
"As usual, the TouchstoneLee
ture is a humanizing event for the
audience, and it is also challeng
ing for the speakers," saidFathe
Rowan, whohas given the Touch
stone Lecture once before.
"It's a privilege, Ithink, to be
able to communicate to people

according to Madsen.

whatmeansso much toyouand to

was entitled Things Dying, Things
New Born, a line taken from The

'

Taylor lecturedonShakespeare s
The Winter's Tale, and he claimed

have them listen and respond to it
in someway,"saidFather Rowan.
t|
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10:45-ll.-45

Chair: Melissa ßamhart
Eiayne Puzan^ Nursing School, "Transcending
Silence: Publicizing
the Private Voice
'
N rs,,es
n
Jacquelyn Miller,History Dept.,
Fever and Family
Formation: DefiningPhiladelphia's Middle Class
Families During the 1793 Yellow Fever Epidemic"

, f"

Private and Public: Rethinking the Relationship
r
Between the Personal and the Political
0

OPEN WALL STUDENTS;FACULTY;AND STAFF
NOREGISTRATIONNECESSARY

\■\ 5.2:30

Session IV. The Construction ofthe Family, TheConstruction of
thePublic Persona. Chair: Nicole Prantl
Paulette Kidder, PhilosophyDept., "Gift Exchange
and Justice in Fam*jlies>.
Kellye Testy, Law School, "Just Business? Feminist
Reflections on 'Private' Enterprise"
Hamida Bosmajian,English Dept., "Constructing the
'Holocaust Lady': Holocaust Studies and the
Feminist Critique"

2:45-3:30

Session V. Public Figures, Private Maneuvers
Chair: Laura Shearer
Theresa Earenfight, History Dept., "Medieval and Early

Welcome to conference: StephenSundborg, S.J.
(Schafer Auditorium)
KEYNOTE ADDRESS: "Private and Public: Always Political."
Christine DiStefano, University of Washington
(Schafer Auditorium)

5:15-5:45

Reception (Casey Atrium)

5:45-7:15

Dinner Break

7:30-8:30

Session 1. Off Center: NewImagesof FemalePower
(Barman Auditorium)Chair: Bree Kelly
Sharon Cumberland, English Dept., "Private Uses of

3:45-5:15
#

Politics of Women's Bodies and Sexuality in Service
Encounters," with Mahela Shaw,Communications major,
producer of the video "Retail at the Edge"
th
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 1Ith1 TII
(all Friday sessions inPigott 103)

.

,

,D,
1,
ur
ad'
n ,"d
PhilosophyDept.,
Tom Jeannot,
Public
andPrivate
Theory"
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Session VI. Bringing itHome:Feminismin theCore
Chair: Alexi Kukuljevic
Victoria Kill, Women's Center & English Dept.,
"Gleaning Culture as a LiteraryProject: Private
anjpublic Entitlements"
Panel discussion: Burt Hopkins, Philosophy;
Peggy Hudson, Biology; Susan Meyers, Writing
Center; Jodi 0 Brien^ Sociology.
<

Session 11. Exchanging Women: Property-Public andPrivate
Chair: RyanO'Connell-Elston
MariaBullon-Femdndez,English Dept., "Defining thePrivate
Sphere: Women and Private Property in Middle English
T

°°

Modern Queens: Public and Private Power"
Andrew Schulz,Fine Arts Dept., "Culture and Identity
in the Age of Enlightenment: The Case of the
Duchess of Osuna"

Cyberspace: Woman, Desire, andFan Culture"
Mara Adelman, Communications Dept. "Retail at the Edge: The

9:30-10.30

,

Lunch (Brown Bag; Refreshments provided in the
1891 R m)

„

4:00-5:15

..„

12:00-1:00

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 10th

3:45-4:00

Session 111. Voices of WomenatHomeandat Work

.

in Critical
/-

1

Reception (Stimson Room)

5:30

For'further information: Dr.Maria Bullon-Fernadez: x 2684 or x5420
"

_

_

Relations,Honors,
*
Sponsors:
SU Core,'MRC, Pigott-McCone, College
„„
_, 8,
»,,..Center,
Provost, Gaffney, Women s
Dean of Arts & Sciences,
Philosophy, and Women 's Studies

.

.
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John de Graaf
speaks at SU Jim

SECURITY REPORT

Brooke kempner

ourselves, according to de Graaf.

Photo Editor

Rennie
StaffReporter

"Advertisingat itsbest is making
people feel that without their prodAUTO PROWL, PART I
"Our passion for more of every- uct they area loser," de Graafsaid.
thing comes at a tremendous cost,"
In making Affluenza, De Graaf
On Tuesday, Feb. 1, Campus
warnedJohn de Graaf at the sixth hoped to spread the idea of Public Safety officer found a backannual Sharon James
pack on ChampionshipField.
Memorial Lecture
When security contacted the
last Thursday
owner,it waslearned the backpack
Bathedin theafte
had been taken from a vehicle
noon sun in the Case
parked on 13th Aye., between
Atrium, de Graaf,d
E. Cherry and E. Jefferson.
rector of the film
Upon examination, the
Affluenza, empha
owner found that infact, noth-

sizedhowconsumer
ism and marketin ;
endangers mentalan
physical health, a
well as the health o
communities and the

ingwas missing fromtheback-

"Peopleare spendingmore than theyare
BROOKE KEMPNER / PHOTO EDITOR
earning,and they are John de Graffspeaks on his film Affluenza
earning more than

on Feb. 1, Campus Public
Safety monitored a radio reportof a SeattlePolice Department unit in pursuit of a vehide nearcampus.

Wednesday, Feb. 2, he discovered Street Cafe

the passenger window broken

out

loose change had been stolen.

crushed the sprinkler systembelow
ground. The same staff member
Till- FT
observed the lawn area to be in
normal conditionat approximately
A campus community member 1 p.m.earlier that same day.
reported her wallet was taken, on
Anyone who witnessedthis inciWednesday, Feb. 2, while she was dentis asked to contact the campus
away from her book bag.
public safety office at 296-5990.
i»is( until)

t he

HYXDKI)

Atapproximately 10:45 p.m.

LOOK OUT BELOW

sustainability and resource conservation by putting together an "enThe vehicle was stopped
tertaining and provocative" film.
laterby police inKitsap County
'sophisticatedpropagandist'bycritRecognizingthecontroversialna- for a traffic violation,and the susThe victim set her bag down on
ics because of his anti-consumer- ture of the topic and the need to pects were apprehended. Seattle the first floorof Sullivan Hall, near
ism messages. His last film, package the message correctly, de Police thencontactedthe owner of the cafe area.
Affliienza,whichhasairedfour times Graafdecidedtoutilizehumorrather the vehicle, a subcontractor emThe victim returned approxion PBS, specifically targets over- than guilt or shock value to convey ployee on campus.
mately 15 minutes later. At noon
consumption. Designed to raise the film's point.
The victim stated that they had the victim discovered her wallet
awareness about the dangers of
"We knew that it would be easy left the vehiclein the 12th Aye. and missing, along with approximately
marketingandexcessive spending, for a film aboutover-consumption E.Columbiaparkinglot withaspare $80.00 cash, creditcardsand some
Affliienza encourages peopleto re- tobe viewed as preachy,guilt-trip- keyin the sun visor.
otherbusiness cards.

evaluatetheir purchasing habits.
"We are working ourselves to
deathin order to buy the things that
we think we need," de Graaf said,
expressing concern aboutthe rising
debt levelsand the increasing time
Americans spendworkingand away
fromtheir families.
More peopleare goingbankrupt
and are unhappy,despite theirearning larger sums of money than
people in any other time period.
Much of the discontent grows out
of materialismand advertisingtelling us weneed to buy more toenjoy

ping and even boring," de Graaf
said.
De Graaf hopes that people will
take the time toconsiderandunder-

Life Janitorial Supervisor reported
he was cleaning the trash off the
Campion Ballroom roof when he
was almost hit by a glass bottle,
presumably dropped from a resident hall window.
Incleaning up thebroken bottleit
was discovered the bottle smelled
of urine.
If anyone has any 'information
surrounding this incident, they are
asked to contact the campus public

"We can remake the American

Dream and make it a sustainable
one."
A copy of de Graaf's film,
Affluenza,can be checked out from

theLemieux Library.

Steven P. Ford

Editor-in-Chief
As part of the Film Arts Series,

currently ongoing at Seattle University,thecreative writingDepartment and the FilmSocietycosponsored the showing of John Sayles'
filmLianna,lastMondaynight at 7
p.m. in the Schafer Auditorium.
The filmtells the story ofLianna,
a young wife and motherin a small
college town who struggles with
thegrowing realizationthatsheis a
Dr. Jodi O'Brienat Monday'sfilm,
lesbian. This discovery sends her
life into a spin as she is drawn to repent, be redeemed through a
between the difficulties with her man, ordiesome gruesome deathin
—
family and coming to understand theend theusualoutcome inmanifestations of female sexual transher new lifestyle.
Thefilm was introducedbySoci- gression. She gets to explore,
ology professor Dr. Jodi O'Brien struggle, experience joy and pain,
whopresentedSayles,and the film, and,ultimately,just get onwith itin
in termsof their relevance onsexual the end," O'Brien said.
discovery.
The next filmin the series will be
"In Lianna,wesee womanin the Krzysztof Kieslowski's Bleu. The
various stages of developing full film will run some timein the next
sexual agency She doesn't have few weeks.

...

SIIKIMIII'I* LIHV

At approximately 2:30pm
on Friday, Feb. 4, a Resident

A campus community member
At approximately 2:15 p.m. on safety office at 296-5990.
standthe consequencesofmaterial- reported he parked his vehicle on Thursday, Feb. 3, a university
ism and use what they learn to im- 13th Aye., betweenE. Cherry and grounds employee discovered veInformation inSecurityReport is
prove the future.
E. Jefferson on Monday,Jan.31.
hicle tire tracks and damageon the provided by the Seattle University
"We simply have to learn to live
Uponreturning to the vehicle on lawnareajust westof theColumbia Department ofPublic Safety.
less,"
better with
de Graaf said.

Creative writing, Film
Society present Lianna

The Spectator
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On Friday, Feb. 4, a
grounds department employee discovered a syringe
labeled"for insulinuse only"
NW stairway leading
;st from Campion Tower.
The employee contacted
bCampus Public Safety office, and security recovered
the item.

CAUGHT Ki:i>-

ever before," de Graaf said
De Graaf, an independent filmmakerof23 years,hasbeencalled a

The vehicle's weight and tires

andthathis car stereo and $ 1.50 in have torn up the lawn and may have

abound campus,.,
MollyMcCarthy

StaffReporter
CIIARIHN COLLEGIUM LOOKING FOR MEMBERS
TheChardin Collegiumhas spaces availablefor business and nursing students who commute to Seattle
University. Collegiaare a great place to take anap, study and meet new people.
GOT A POEM, DRAWING OR PICTURE?
Fragments, SU's magazine of literary and visual art, is currently accepting submissions for this year's
publication.Guidelines can be pickedup at the English or Fine Arts Offices, the CAC, thebookstore or by
e-mailingslc@seattleu.edu. The submission deadlineis Mar. 1.
BIG GAY FILM SERIES
SU'sTriangle Club kicksoff their "BigGay Al'sBigGayFilmSeries" onThursday,Feb. 17 with a showing
of The AdventuresofPriscilla: Queen oftheDesert.The filmbegins at 7:30p.m.in the Murphy Community
Room in the Murphy Apartments. For more information about the film series or the Triangle Club, e-mail
them at triangle@seattleu.edu.
RECONCILIATION WORKSHOP
"Reconciliation: Healing Hearts andNations Workshop" will be held on campus, in the StimsonRoom
on the lower level ofthe library, on Thursday, Feb. 17 from 4 p.m. to 7:30p.m.The workshop will be led
by Len Schemer, found of theNamaste Peace Project. Cost is $10. To register,call Joanne Heron at (206)
296-5305.
NEED TO RESERVE A ROOM?
The Event Planning office has moved from the Student Union Building to the University Services
Building. They're now located inUSB 103 andhandle schedulingfor the Campion Ballroom inaddition to
all the other rooms on campus.
Put your event in this column bye-mailingMollyMcCarthy at mcubed@seattleu.edu. All the cool people
are doing it.
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The state of the
Murphy Apartments
worries many residents
The Archbishop Thomas Murphy Apartment Buildings have
been up and housing students since June oflast year. They are not
yet one year old and already there are obvious signs of decay and
shoddy workmanship. Natural wear and tear to a building, especially a building inhabited bycollegestudents,is to be expected.But
the Murphy Apartments have literally been falling apart since
winter set in.
Common complaints since this fall havebeen mysterious water
spots on apartment floors and ceilings, flooding in showers, lime
residue collecting on cars in the parking garage and closures of
sections of the garage due to flooding, small holes in the wall near
the main entranceof building 4, andcall boxes that are frequently
out of order.
These may be acceptable ailments of older, worn buildings, but
notsomething students, some of whomare paying$800 amonth to
live in,should expect of a new and expensive complex.
Thecause or solutions to the problems of building woes have not
been widely publicized. The residents are updated monthly by a
single sheet newsletter that contains reminders about rentpayments
and building rules and regulations,but no realinformation is given
as to the problems concerning the residents' homes. Construction
has been in full swing since Winter Quarter began, and students
have still not been given specific information about the repairs.
When it became necessary for construction crews to X-ray the
concretein the courtyards, noticethat students wouldhave to leave
their apartments for entire days was only posted two days before
evacuations began.
Students arenot sufficiently kept aware of who they can call on
for help, at any hour of the day. They have not been given ahome
number for the apartment manager. When problems arise, students
have to call Campus Public Safety and wait for an on-call Murphy
employee to respond to them. Residents alsohave nosay as to who
ishired to manage the apartments, nor are they informed as to what
their qualifications are to run such a large and unique apartment
complex.
After students were woken as early as 7 a.m. by construction on
Jan. 3 1,an apology was printed in the Murphy Apartment Newsletter. The section including the apology read: "Please respect the
work the contracts [sic] are doing by not defacing their project.
We apologize
for the noise the construction company made on
"
Monday The section begins by addressing the concerns of the
construction crew,showing that the apartment managementvalues
their complaints over students', and the actual apology is minimal
at best. Also, the typo in the opening line of the sectionhints at the
fact that a lack of care was put into crafting the apology.
Student residents deserve a detailed explanationof the construction process and thereasons for the repairs. The apartment management also needs to make a greater effort to educate themselves on
student concerns. The management holds occasional forums for
students, butthese forums are often scheduled whilemany students
are in class. For the most recent forum, held Monday, Feb. 7 at 7
p.m., students were not notified until Monday morning, and then
they wereonly notified viatheir mailboxes. Thosestudents who do
not collect their mail until evening were not even aware of the
meeting until it was over. It would also be helpful if minutes were
taken at the meetings and posted for residents to read.
The Murphy Apartment management needs to beginrespecting
itsstudent residents as adult renters.Earning respect and facilitating
positive communication is necessary in building a trustingrelationship between residents and apartment managers.
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Internet tthe
o You

keepthatlongdistance
romanceconnected
Justin

Ribiero
Spectator Columnist

Ah, isit that timeof yearalready?
Loveis in the air,Cupid is making

therounds.

There are other options. AOL InstantMessenger3.5beta allows you
not only to textchat,but also to use

Yes,ValentinesDayisjust around
the corner. But for some of us, (including myself) our loved one is a

your microphone and speakers to
talk to the person on the other end.
Ialso triedthis (I test everything
greatdistanceaway.Whetheryou're for you), and it works okay. I've
30 miles or 3,000 miles away, the only been able to use it for about
phone bills can start to add up fast, five minutes until it disconnects,
and the distance can put a strain on and thedelay is about five seconds,
so you can hear yourself on the
the relationship.
What todo? Internet tools to the other end.
rescue!
Butit's asmall price topay if you
The first thing thatcomes tomind get to talk to your loved one.For
is the longdistance phone bill.It is evenmorevoiceoptions or forcomtimefor an alternative.Introducing puter-to-computer voice, you also

Dialpad.com. Dialpad.com gives might try Microsoft NetMeeting.
you the ability to make free (yes,I Normal text chatting, although
saidfree) long distance phone calls not as good as voice,canfillthe gap
via theInternet.The onlythingyou
needis speakers and a microphone.
You simply sign up for the service

knowing that you're saving your
dollar to spend on themwhen they

come back willfill the gap.
ICQ,by farthe most popular chat
and make calls.
After giving it atry, you willfind programonthe net is one of thebest
it works amazingly well. When I there is.
Youalso have AOLInstantMessay free long distance, I'm talking
computer to an actual phone. You senger, Yahoo Messenger,
can use it to make computer-to- Microsoft Messenger...lots of
computer calls as well, but why not choices. Which one's thebest?The
one bothofyou have; make a decijust call the phone?
course,
Of
thereisone slightprob- sion and go with it. Start talking,
you're
lem. If
in the dorms using don't be picky about a messenger!
Ethernet,
campus
good luck. It
By now you should be taking
the
notes;
work.The
to
we have free long distance,
doesn't
firewall seems
incoming
you
out
voice.
free
text
chat...free! But right now
block the
can talk and the person on the'other you're asking:"Idon'thave time to
end canhear you,but youcan t hear call them today,and Ican't talk via
them.
text tonight, either. E-mail is sort of
(If you wouldlike tocomment,e- boring, and Ineed something that
mail the help desk
at says Ilove you. What do Ido?"

..

The Spectator Editorial board consists of
Steven P. Ford, Katie Ching, Jessica Knapp and
Sonia Ruiz. Signed commentaries reflect the

*\nis addicted+o

helpdesk@seattleu.edu).
Okay, IS won't allow you to use
—
free longdistance at leastnot yet.

There's no time to waste, so you
have to get creative. Enter
Egreetings.com.Sendthatloved one

aspecializedon-line card.Youhave
your choice of the picture,and you
enter the message.There are many
othersites on theInternet thatdo the
same,andyoushouldhavenoproblem finding one ifEgreetings.com
isn't your cup of tea.
TheseInternettools are simply a
good way to keep in touch with
yourlove. I
myself use these things
tokeepin touch withmy girlfriend,
Jessah, in Philadelphia. It keeps
costs down and keeps us close.
Ashley, also located in Philadelphia, said that talking to her boyfriend via text chatting is helpful,
and they talk once a week on the
phone. They e-mailback and forth
during the week and, although it
helps, she says, "handwritten letters aremore personal."
The Internet can't make up for
the touchof a handwritten letter, or
the sending of a gift. But it can
bridgethe gapof distance,allowing
you to exchange notes and have
conversations with no cost besides
thatof the Internetconnection.
What have welearned? That cutting thedistance and thecost can be
achieved with these free Internet
tools. Love can bridge any great
distance; theInternet isjust making
it easier for it to happen.

So remember: make that free
phone call, send that on-line greeting card, and don't forget to send a
gift this Valentine's Day. You're
using the Internetforallyour needs,
right? Hit those on-line stores
...Victoria's Secret will even wrap
your gift and insert a note that you

write.
Bridging the long distance gap
has never been easier! Happy
Valentine's Day!

JustinRibiero isajuniormajoring
in business. His e-mailaddress
is spookym@seattleu.edu.
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WhyCupid is

stupid:a mo dern

lable featuring two lesbians
crowded, and that the service will
be slow. Why couldn't they go out
todinner another time, when a qui-

Jim
Rennie
Spectator Columnist
I'msureyou'veallheard the standard argument about

why

eter, moreintimatedinnermight be

had?
But Jane is insistent, and Alice
to call around to five

pissedoff and go get depressedand

has
different
eateriesbefore findinga table, since
there's less than a week until YD

drunk somewhere (Iknow I
would).

arrives.

Valentine's Dayis lame and should
be avoided. It centers around the
commercialism thatdrivesthepinkand-white holiday.
Many people believe that, since
greeting card, flower and candy
companies make so much money
off of Feb. 14, they must have created the whole thing to begin with.
And thus,celebratingValentine's
Day is, in essence, 'givingintoThe
Man' and should be avoided at all

We'll discuss twotheoretical partWhenthebigday comes, theflowners, Janeand Alice,in a theoretical ers arrive, candy is given, a fancy
relationship (there, now all there dinner is had, and everything is
republicans have stopped reading quite romantic.
too).
But nobody ends up being happy
Janelikes YD a whole lot, while after itall. Why?
Alice could care less.
Janeexpects Alice to buyherflowers and candy for YD.
Alicereasonsthatshe bought Jane
flowers just a week ago, so why

Jane is upset because YD didn't

you freethinkingreaders directly.
Ioppose YD on philosophical
and ideologicalgrounds.
I'm also directingmy discussion
toward thoseof you who are currently in arelationship.I
assume all
you single people are going to be

flowersanyway.

Janebelieves Alice showingher

live up to her expectations. She
expectedthe mostromanticevening
of her life, and when it wound up
being only the most romantic
shouldshebe forced to buy more so eveningof the pastfive years ofher
life, she was kindof bummed.
costs.
soon?
that,
my
reasoning
only
But
behind
Not
but all florists
Alice was upset because she felt
Valentine's Day's (henceforth re- double theirprices around YD,and forcedinto thewholesituation. Alice
'
ferred to as YD)inherent lameness the same candy that Alice bought loves Jane;there snoquestion about
has absolutelynothing to withcom- Jane a few weeks ago now costs that. But why should she be remercialism, profit orgreed.
twice as muchbecause itcomes in a quired to show her love in such
Now thatall thebusiness majors gold foil, heart-shaped box.
extravagancy on the same day as
But Alice buys the candy and the rest of society?
have tuned out, Ican talk to all of

that Alice give her roses. Is Wg
thisromantic?Of course not! fel
>
While Janeis not holding a
head,
real gun to Alice's
she is
doing the emotional equivalent.
If Alice doesn't comply with
Jane's wishes, Jane will feel like
Alice doesn't loveher.
But this isn'tthecase atall.Alice
prefers to show herlove inher own
ways all year around, not on a set
day in stereotypical ways.
Alice figures that it's far more
exciting to surprise Jane with a romantic moment when she really
wants to. Why follow theheardand
be romantic only when you're supposed to be?
Jane forcing Alice to celebrate
YD, through guilt and an implied
threatofemotionaldisturbance,removes any romance from YD for
Alice.Janehas effectivelyremoved
Alice's free will and choice from
YD romance.
The moral of the story?
If you're a Jane,all gung-ho and
excited about YD, take the time to
think abouthow your partnerfeels.
Be understanding if your partner
doesn't give you traditional giftsof
chocolate and roses, or if they'd

think love on YD is the height of roshe'scheap,and if it willmakeJane mance. Alice disagrees, and feels prefer to put that romantic dinner
She doesn't

want Jane to

happy, so be it.

Jane also asks Alice to take her
out to dinner for YD. Now Alice
knows that every restaurant will be

constrainedby beingrequired tobe
romantic on demand for 24 hours.
Imagine if Jane were to hold a
gun to Alice's head and demand

off until the weekend.
Don't worry, they stillloveyou,
they just don't want to make a big
show of it one day out of the year.

dreadingevery secondas the calendar creepstoward YD,thinkofhow
happy your could make your partner witha simple gesture.
Make itclear toyour partnerhow
much you love them. Try to reassure them that just because you got
them the 6-piece box ofchocolates
insteadof the 12-piece that you still
want to be romantically involved,
but that the mad romantic rush of
YD just isn'tyour style.

It all boils down to communication: thebasis ofany good relationship. As long as Jane can make
Alice feel likeshe reallyhas achoice
in the whole YD celebration,and as
long as Alice can make Jane feel
loved, then perhaps YD can live up
to its supposed purpose: making
your relationship a little bit better.
The End.

Jim Rennieis a junior majoring
in computer science unless he
fails his test. His e-mailaddress

is renniej@seattleu.edu.

"DidI
ShaveMyLegs For This?"
Romie
Ponce
AdvertisingManager
Oh hell, Imight as well say it.
Why,asweenter the 218I century,is
the term slut regarded only as a
construction of femininity? Why
domen get to be studs and women
sluts? Why is it that a female is
ultimately responsible for saying,
"No, stop," and if shedoesn't, she
might feel guilty or unsure of the
pleasure she has allowed and decided togive herself? Why isitthat
we can clone ourselves, but men
can't or don't take birth control?
Why have there been no women
presidents,nofamous greatwomen
artists? Why was the existence of
the Seattle Reign (women's pro
basketball team) in question and
why is there still a chain of restaurants named Hooters that prides
itselfon its great wings?
I'm writing thisin celebration of
theSuper Bowl,wellactually, tobe
honest, the endof football. For the
next six months,I
might be able to
haveancoherentconversation with
the male gender. Iactually have
nothing against the sportin which
The Spectator

skilled athletes, run at each other
with wicked speed and weight, all
forthe "love ofthe game."I'dbe the
first toadmit it,I
woulddo the same,
for a sleek pair of Feragamos, or
maybetoend worldhungerand bring
about world peace.
I
offer this piece of journalism, as
a sort-of grownup valentine. It will
notsay,"be mine,"or"kiss me,"but
rather offer some advice that might
prove a bit useful. On the other
hand, it might place youin a semiam
permanent state of confusion. I
not going to say that Ican explain
women, because everyday Iask
myself, "what was Ithinking, doing, saying, etc.?" Instead, Ijust
want to explain why and where the
feminine mystique might have
evolved.
Let me just start with the Bible.
Coming from a JesuitUniversity we
shouldallbe familiar with this stoic
give credit to the author Elizatale.I
beth Wurtzel, for the idea she asserts that since antiquity, difficult
women havebeen given the unduly

titleof "Bitch,"or temptress, vixen,
Jezebel,seductress,fatale and,well,
you get the idea (and you should
have a thesaurus). As you know,
there was Eve,the mama temptress
ofus all.The first female tocompel
and snare a man intoher web.But
there was also Delilah. She cut off
Samson's strength,containedinhis
long, flowing, masculine locks.
Everyone fails to mention that it
takes two to tango. Samson, beast
of amanas he was, whocould kill
a thousand soldiers with the jawbone of an ass, must have outweighed Delilah by at least a hundred pounds yet he gave in to the
mere "wiles"of a womanand afew
glasses of vino.
And that was just the start of the
sometimes demanding,always enigmatic, difficult woman. Wopien
who challenge the status quo or
women who ask why and say, "I
don't think so," to further conformity. As Ifinish my final two
semesters at Seattle University, I
have to ask myself why Ihad so
many classes about dead whiteEuropeanguys— menlikeHippocrates
and other early anatomists and philosophers who believed that a
woman was a form of man, "inverted."
Years later,no doubt due to these

idiot savant's theories, womens'
bodies became the object of socalled authoritative, perfectionist
male gaze. Women wiggled,orgot
shoved into corsets, lycra/spandex
combinations,control tops, thongs,
bustles and miraclebras. Men went
fromboxersorbriefs toboxer-briefs,
made from 100 percent cotton, no
hardware included. Men even discovered the precise measurements
for the ideal women:36-24-38.The
female body has also been used to
sellcars,beer, shaving lotion,cigarettes, hard liquor, diet plans, diamonds and Obsession ina fragrant
little glass bottle.
So now that we've taken a brief
historical peek, let's jump to the
present. Here we have amuch better understanding of the human reproductionsystem thanHippocrates
ever dreamed of. It is commonly
known that both malesand females
have 23 pairs of chromosomes, all
exactly alike with the exception of
the 23rdchromosome, thesexchromosome. In this case, womenhave
an two Xsand men have one X and
one Y. Listen uppeople; it's not as
simple as yoursex-edorhigh-school
P.E. teacher told you and there are
alwaysexceptions to therules.First
of all, the X is much bigger thanthe
V, both in stature and in degree of

information. In fact the X is about
six times bigger than the V and is
home to several thousand genes.
The V, holds about two to three
dozen, depending upon the generosity of the scientist. In this light,I
have got to quote the Pulitzer prize
winning author, Natalie Angier,
when she says, gentlemen, "I'm
afraid it's true: size does make a
difference."
Idon't want to come across as
one of thosepeople thatbelievethat
"menare from Marsand womenare
from Venus." That's a loadofshit,
and if youbelieve this pop-culture
philosophy, then Iask you, when
was your last healthy relationship?
Menand women, well,weare actually alot alike. Emotionalparity is
a worldwide phenomena, one that
reachesacross ethnicitiesand ages,
social classes and even gender disparities. However,it is still rather
presumptuous to believe that men
can.figure out women,evenif they
do "read the articles." But hey,everyone needs a littlemystery tofigure out.

Romie Ponce is a senior
majoringin sociology.Here-mail
addressis romie ©seattleu. edu.
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Seattle University took all my money.
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I Enjoy this card Icut out from the paper.
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0 march them right to confession
7. The celebrity you'd most like to
date would be...
a) Erik Estrada
b) Keri Russell
c) Mary Kay LeTourneau
d) Cheech and/or Chong
c) Katie Couric
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a) pouring out your liquor
b) introducing their frosh friends to

j

everyone
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9. Where would your ideal valentine
take you for a date?
a) a donut shop
b) Whidbey Island
c) the library
d) the back of aVW bus
c) the lower SUB for free pizza
f) a prayer retreat

I
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I
I
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10. What would your ideal valentine
most nicely wear?
a) blue shorts and a bulletproof
vest
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b) a green polo shirt
c) a threadbare tweed jacket
d) tie-dye and Birkenstocks
c) a press pass
0 all black with a white collar
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c) trying to write their dissertation
d) smoking something out back
e j takjng pictures
0 praying for the sins of the

0 Date?

*

I
I o

8. You're at a party and your Ideal
valentine Is there. You'd find them...

m

I
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c) bad-mouth your roommate to all
y° ur friends

d) whatever's on at 3 a.m.
Minutes
Praise e Lord

:

cj,

one

4. Your ideal valentine's favorite TV
show15...
a) Cops
b) Regis s Kathie Lee
c) they can't afford aTV on their

! fj,py Valentine's Day Mom & Dad! |
I

6. Your roommate borrows your
favorite shirt without asking. What do
you do?
a) write up a report
b) wear your other green polo shirt
c ) realize jt was your only shirt and
become comfortable with
your naked self
d) shrug it off and tie-dye another

our God
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picking a major
c) copy editing
f) singing the praises of the Lord
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d^ sleeping
c) procrastinating
repenting

3. You enjoy spending your time...
a) ridin& your bike around campus
b) rehearsing skits at the CAC
c) working hard for no respect

*

(~.

~
.
valentine?

1" While cruising down the road, your
Weal valentine would be listening t0...
a) The theme from Cops
5. How do you spend your weekends?
b) "Men in Black"
a) playing with handcuffs
c) "Take This Job and Shove It"
b) writing a letter to yourself
d) Pink Floyd
c) grading papers and teaching
c) KIXI AM 880
courses at SCCC
0 "Aye Maria"
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b) infectious school spirit
c) a high-strung, always on-themove person
d) body odor
c) Pasty skin and bloodshot eyes
0 a pure mind
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2. You are most attracted t0...
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8. You're at a party and your Ideal
valentine Is there. You'd find them...

a) pouring out your liquor
b) introducing their frosh friends to
everyone
c) trying to write their dissertation
d) smoking something out back
c) taking pictures
0 praying for the sins of the
partygoers

What do
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9. Where would your Ideal valentine
take you for a date?
a) a donut shop

b) Whidbey Island
c) the library
d) the back of aVW bus
c ) tne |ower $UB for free pizza
0 a prayer retreat

10. What would your Ideal valentine
most iikeiy wear?
a) blue shorts and a bulletproof
vest
b) a green polo shirt
c) a threadbare tweed jacket
d) tie-dye and Birkenstocks
c) a press pass
0 all black with a white collar
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If you answered mostly D's... I
you answered mostly As...
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The Safety and Security staff really You'd like to keep that sexy
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sixth year senior around for a

loads your gun.
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If you answered mostly B's...
You'd like to be shown something If you answered mostly E's...
You'd like to get a Spectator I
I other than the campus by an
staffer alone in the darkroom. I
I Orientation Advisor.
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If you answered mostly F's... ;
A Jesuit is going to take you ;
RIGHT t0 confession, you
j
"
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pervert.
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If you answered mostly C's...
You'd like late-night office hours
with an adjunct professor,
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" Spectacular Seattle sound stylings

This Trick is a tasty treat
GarthPillette

compiling a mix ofdigilog rhythms and experimental junglemusic, withan addedtwist
of percussion, this obviously talented group
seeks to break into the music scene of the
To "[distort] thelimitsofmodern music"is Northwest.
part of Trick Deck's mission as a new band.
With an understanding ofthe vast amount
of knowledge and ability it takes to
— ■> bring
together such analbum,it is easy
to see why this band shouldbe recognized forits accomplished ingenuity to
Trick Deck
writeinnovative music.
Trick Deck
However, withitsintense amount of
infrasonic Productions
complex
musical engineering,it is reaI
sonable to state that complexity is also
Originating out of Seattle, Mark Wand, it|letdown.
Christa Wells and Johnny Brain strive to JThe factJffft this new and experimental
combine their ideas and abilities inefforts toJf genre doesjfiot have much of an audience is
create a new genre of modern music.a»y large^"Bue to its exposure.With the newand

RachelRankin
Special to The Spectator

/

intense sounds that Trick Deck brings to the
ever-growingmedium ofelectronic music,it
does not naturally buildoffthe typical understanding ofwhat we may call "Techno music,"which gives thelistener somenewthings
to consider.
Trick Deck integrates obvious elements of
Eastern Indian influence along with dissonant harmonies and experimental percussion
sounds to send the listener on "a journey"
consisting bothofclassic and modern styles.
Thegroups' twomusicians, who eachplay
two or more instruments, have an extreme
talent for their art and should clearly invest
justas muchormore timeinto their work.The
strong yet discontinuous and dissonant ar-

of the confounded.
Trick Deck challenges the listener with
their music.Itis almost necessarily complex,
somuch so that to listen to the tracks again
and againonly provides further insight into
the minds of the masters.
The languageoftheirmusic islike a crazed
newspeak. Theelements ofoldand new are
socomplexlyinfused together thatthose who
areuneducated in this genre ofmusicshould
prefer to remain so.
On the other hand, there are certainly
many accessible points throughout the release.
The opening track, "the deck" has elementsofgroovy funk,butthe following tracks
rangements within theirtrafi|sHhvTte%^yis- slip into a tempest of rhythms.
"Beyond the reefer," which is definitely
tenerto follow the rhythms into a labryinthof
soulds.
marks a mellow-pacedpoint in the disk, feammm^
tures
the haunting, airy vocal stylings of
isTk>tlj
their strong point and Wells, over the synths and samples of Wand
their weakness.
and Brain.
UntilTrick Deckfinds
"Higher man (moonday dub)" also stands
in«jt«tinniiii*fl theme, tjjeir out as a particularly interesting venture for
music remains a Blaze raesgroup. Therhythms allude to the stylings
oftwists atftyjujiJ'to the of N4assive Attack or Portishead, while the
listener, who do not compftycity of the converging tones likens
piow what to expect || more to%e jazz-art-technoof Squarepusher.
from the next track, let
Hut while these other groups have been
able toestablishaninital cornerstoneofinflupffbftetnc next note.
(-|«n^e within t|eir ijppective genres, Trick
stumble over them- Deck is still trying to find its niche.
selves,andas a resulyjfr ■They seen| drawif in so many different
is difficult to try to jgtk directions tha|toclassify themin anyparticuout a steady line inlhe
lar way would;be futile* They experiment
jet"
barrageofpulsatiogelec- wfihexperiments.
tronic rhythms.!
Hopefully,these experimentswilllead to a
But* like the guys in

Photo Courte3Vof trick deck

Allhands onDeck: L-RJohnnyBfiiin, Christa Wells andMark

vLtnd

An Interview with Trick Deck
Arts & FeaturesEditor Heather Feheley caught up with JohnnyBrain and
Mark Wand of Trick Deck to chat about music, their new CD and Ricky
Martin's butt.
HF:Sohow did yougetIntomusic? Who were your Influences?

working chemistry where genius can ad-

Am'adeus who ask|^ equately flowfjhrough
On this,
Jflozart to remove notej they need improvement inorder to find their
his composition|b place in thejfiusic industry 1
make it mjre simplefo
Trick Deck, although confusing at times,
eajtr
asking
the
It'ck has tremeritjous potential. This potential is
Deck'to be any ltjjis than omewhat akin to an embry, an embryo that
brainchild
the^re wouldjJelimit- couldgrQW-upintoarevolutionary
-;
ipf geniusjfnhe realm if givej!*enough time teyincubate.

thefnusic.

ii

equipment we use to store some samples.

AIsJjJ the name is significant inthat song styles may change
PnQAI
radically
losing
from one to theother without

the overallflow.

HF:How would youclassify your style ofmusic?
JB: Drum 'n' bass, trip-hop.

JB: Well, bad habitsnever die. Iguess Roni Sizeand Portishead.Roni Size MW:Forthe last few years, drum 'n'bass styles have been very
influential,so I'd descibe thealbum as drum "«' bass with lots of musical
is one of the most creative breakthrough artists of the90s.We at times
have instrumental and down-tempo stylings that lend themselves to the overtones and vocal variety.
influences of groups likePortishead and Funki Porcini.
HF: What'sIn yourCD playerright now?
MW:My influences are diverse,but innovators suchas Miles Davisand
JB: Lamb, the most innovativemusic to come out of theUK in thelate
lots ofinnovative music producers worldwide have been very
influential.
90s.It givesus a good idea of what tolook for in true musicianship.
HF:What was the first show you eversaw?

MW:The Swans, Dr.Octagon andJohn Coltrane.

JB: The Grateful Deadat Alpine Valley. It's the Midwest equivalent of the
Gorge. Inever made it out of the parking lot.

HF: Where canpeoplehear yourmusic?

HF:How did youall come together?
JB:We're the Leschilocal scene. Mark and Imet and realized we lived
really close, so we started working onsome tracks about two yearsago.
We shared a similar idea of creating a live, yet sampled electronic
performance. We went through a couple ofdrummers but ended up
sampling them.After we completedsome tracks we realized that we
needed more content. Then we ran intoChrista Wells in the local live
music scene. She's also in the group Übiquitous.
HF: Where'd you come up with the name TrickDeck?
JB:In layman's terms, Trick Deck could mean a lot of things. One idea is
that everyone's dealt a certainhand in life.We can't always assume that
thecards are real.The deck, In literal terms, refers to the sophisticated

12

JB:We've been getting airplay on KCMU for about two weeks and have
recently moved up to #5on the local playiist.

MW:You can also hear us most Thursdaynights at TheLast Supper Club.
10:00 p.m., upstairs. Also you can get our CD on our Web site,
www.trickdeck.com or at local music stores like Cellophane Square,
Orpheum, Zion's Gate& Tower Records.
HF:Ifyouneededanotherbandmember and youcould only choose
between RickyMartinand BritneySpears, who would you choose?
JB:Ricky Martin.He's got fine buttocks that can haul all our gear and a
few cases of beer too.
MW: DefinitelyRicky for his vocals,his bon-bon,and his ability to create
Latin beats.Oh yeah,and he'd get lots of girls to the shows.
The Spectator
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DJ Spotlight
Chris Newton

BryanBingold

Staff Reporter

BB: Chris, how long have you done your BB: /4re arcy of thosefeatured on your show?
show?
also include
CN: Urn, mainly it's jazz, but I
CN: Istarted out last spring quarter, so for a healthy dose of Trip-Hop and sometimes
started out playing a lot of I'll put a Pete Krebs' record on.
about a year now.I
different music,but lately it hasbecome more
BB: W^y shouldpeople listen to your show?
seriously focused on jazz.
BB: Why do you specialize in jazz? Does
working at MAD Pizza (good pizza at
affordableprices and theydeliver!) influence
your musical tastes?

CN:Because a lot of people envision jazz as
the music that they hear on lite radio stations
and in elevators. I
want to show them an
entirely different world.

CN: Ispecialize in jazzbecauseit is so much
more than music. It's an art form, and the
musicians that have played (and continue to
play it) have so many routes that they can take.
It's just beautiful music. Working at MAD
gave me an appreciation for Megadeth. It's
true. Ienjoy a little Symphony ofDestruction

BB: How does your hair retain its shiny
smoothness?

now and then.

CN: Four words: Separate shampoo and
conditioner.

BB: Leave the kids with a couple of words of
wisdom to guide them through these harsh
times.

BB:How many dates before the first kiss?

CN: Alwaysbrush andfloss at least two times
everyone
CN: Itry not to kiss for about a month into a a day. It ensures a healthy smile that
relationship, but you would have to consult will notice, and more importantly, it will help
my girlfriend. You also have to consider that you feel better about yourself. You don't miss
your teeth until they're gone, trust me, I'm
Ihave no teeth so kissing is kind of hard.
living proof.
BB: What other music do you listen to?
CN: Oh, a lot of the indie rock. Bands like
Built to Spill, Pete Krebs, Elliott Smith, and
also a lot of underground Trip-Hop.

Listen toChrisNewton 'sjazzodysseyonKSÜB.
Itplays Wednesdays from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m. He
promises some goodbeats or you can bash his
nonexistent teeth in.
C/ir/s Newtonhas huggedhis tree today.
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Software Internships
Our employees are empowered to make decisionsand enjoy making them.We
are extremely team oriented, resourceful, reliable, and believe in taking risks. We
offer excellent benefits, including full medical(for employeesworkingover 25 hours
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Redhawks flying high, three straight wins
Led by Matzke and DeLaunay young team is gaining confidence

"Saturday
was probably
the best
game I've
ever been
part of It
was a team

effort and it

pumped up
our spirits"
SU GUARD

Jessie DeLaunay
Anna Kloeck turns the corner against a helpless Thunderbird defender.
'
Kloeckfinished with sevenpoints in the Redhawks victory.

JessieDeLaunaydrivesto the hoopagainst CascadeCollegeonMonday.

Alexis Juday-Marshall
Staff Reporter
Like a Redhawk descending on

its prey, the Seattle University
women'sbasketball teamcame with
full force descending on its opponent as they battled their way to
three winsin their past three games.
TheRedhawk womenglidedtoa

77-60 victory Mondaynightagainst
the Cascade College Lady
Thunderbirds, to stretch their winning streak to three.
Sophomore Jessie DeLaunayalmost needed to behoseddownafter
the gamebecause she was on fire.
She led the way,scoring 18 points
and swishing 4 of 8 shots from
three-pointrange.
"I was very inspired by the way
we played,"DeLaunay said. "We

kept our focus for the entire game
and now we know what we are

The Redhawk women added the blowout since thelast meeting was dence back."
the wins will give them aboost to
so uneven,this timethe game was
Matzke and DeLaunay led the help themfacetheirnextopponents.
Thursday and Saturday nights at close throughout, and the teams Redhawks again. Matzke had 23
"We need to carry the enthusihome in the Connolly Center.
entered halftime tied at 37 points points, four boards and three as- asm, and use it to keep winning,"
SU defeated a shorthanded apiece.
sists. DeLaunay had nineteen Kloeck said.
University
just
points,
State
team
70Thesecond
half
was
as
much
on 4-7 three point shooting,
The SU womenwill test whether
Humboldt
on
a
as
or
not they can maintain their winThursday
night.
-54
The HSU
Shootout the first.For the first and four rebounds.
Lumberjacks were limited to six nineminutesafter halftime,amaxiHinke contributed 13 points and ning spirit when they travel to St.
activeplayersbecause severalplay- mum of three points separated the 13 rebounds.
Martin's College tonight.Tip-off is
ers were suspended for violations teams. The Wolves pushed the
The Redhawk women hope that scheduled for 7 p.m.
of team rules.
tempo and went on a 10-0 run to
TeamCo-captainMatzke led the take a 65-53 lead.
charge,scoring 25 points and pullThe Redhawks responded by
ing downeight rebounds. Matzke tightening the notches on their deshot a scorching 5-6 from behind fense and going on a seven point
the arc in the firsthalf. She opened run of their own. They were within
the game on back-to-back threes five points with just over seven
and just kept going from there.
minutes to play.
Both teams continued to battle,
Matzke's captain counterpart,
junior Anna Kloeck, matched and then DeLaunayshowed what a
Matzke's eight rebounds and had gunslinger she is. She drained a
15 points of her own. She also had three-pointer to tie the game with
four steals.
three minutes to play.
other two wins to their record on

The team also enjoyed remark-

With 2:48left in the game,West-

capable of."
able 9 of 23 three-point shooting, ern Oregon took a 71-68 lead, but
Teammate Mandy Matzke con- and used the smokin' shooting ad- then the Redhawk women stepped
tinued to play well for the vantage to build a 17-point lead up.
Redhawks. Her impressive show- before the half.
The Redhawk defense thencame
ing included 17 points and seven
Heather Garay wastheloneLum- throughin theclutch. Rachel Hinke
berjack starter eligibleto play. She blocked what appeared to be an
rebounds in the win.
"It was really exciting for us to made the most of it,connecting for easy lay-up. On the Wolves' next
see a lot of things that we'vebeen 32 points and hauling down 6 re- possession,SU forced a shot-clock
working on come together," frosh bounds. She brought her game to violation and got theball back.
Christina Capacci said.
the defensive end of the court as
Matzke was able to bring down
importantly,
Most
theRedhawks well. She blocked three shots and both two defensive rebounds and
showed that they do have a "killer had four steals.
scored twobasketsdown thestretch
women
Though
good
instinct." TheRedhawks have had
the
looked
of the game togive SU the victory.
troublemaintaining leads in thepast on Thursday, the real excitement
"Saturday wasprobably the best
but this time, oncetheygot the lead, occurred on Saturday night when game I've ever been part of,"
they never relinquished it. Part of SU took on Western Oregon Uni- DeLaunay said. "It was a team eftheir newfound ability to finish off versity, a team who had beat the fort and itpumped up our spirits."
Team co-captain Anna Kloeck
opponentsmayhave come fromthe Redhawks by 42 points just three
BRIANROSS/ STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
added,"We played so well on Sat- Rachel Hinke puts up a shot inside. She finished with 13 points, eight
confidence they gained from their weeksearlier.
two victories last week.
While one might expectanother urday night...it brought our confi- rebounds, and three steals.
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Redhawk men still have trouble on road
Chester Chaster
Staff Reporter
In a game that featuredphenomenal three>oint shooting by both teams, the Seattle
University men's basketball team dropped
leir fourth consecutive game,89-62,tocrossown rival Seattle Pacific University, last
"hursday night.
Poor second half shooting once again
lugued the struggling Redhawks. Despite
onnecting on 4-12 three-pointers, the
Redhawks managed just eight second-half
ield goals shooting a dismal 8-27 from the
field for a 30 percent clip.
"In the first half we shot well from threemint land, we just didn't step up in the
econd,"sophomore center Eddie "TheKing"
McLaughlin said. "Key players just didn't
tcp up for us."
Senior guard Chris Hunter ledSU with 17
>oints to go alongwithhis tworebounds and
our assists. Sophomore guard Jeff Harris
tormed off the bench, shooting 4-5 from
>ehind the arc for 13 points. Junior forward
eff Nelson added 10 points, five rebounds
nd two blocks.
The Falcons jumpedout of the gate early
with a17-5 run, but theRedhawks wouldn't
uit. Cutting thelead to lO.SUcontrolledthe
emainder of the first half and went into the
>reak trailingby just 10 points, 41-31.
"Jeff (Harris) came off thebench and gave
s a big lift, he played great,"Nelson said.
In the second half theRedhawks relied on
leiroutsideshooting tokeepthe gameclose,
hat didn't work and the Falcons turned up
le defensive

SPU's JohnHubbardcame off thebenchto
lead all scorers with 21 points. He shot a
staggering 8-16 from the floor including 3-7
from three-point land.Drake Hudginschipped
in 20 points and seven rebounds,and Brandon Stone added 12 points, seven rebounds
and six assists.
The Falcons, ranked first in the division
and 14th nationally, shot a dazzling 54 percent from three-pointrange on 15-28 shooting,andoutreboundedthe visiting Redhawks
47-37.
Ifthe Redhawks hold any hope to break
their current slump they are going to need to
shoot theball much better(36 percentfor the

game) and sustain their first half intensity

three-pointers to take a 41-33 lead

throughout the game.
"Welack experience,"CoachHairston said.
"We don't know how to win at the time we
need to know. Each time we get into those
situations wegainexperience,and that'swhat
will help us in the longrun."
'
Redhawks fans justhope theydon thave to
waitmuch longer for the long run.
Lastnight SUdroppedanothergame on the
road.
Despitegiving ittheirbesteffort they were
overcome 81-76by the Western Washington
University Vikings.
Western came out fired up and shot 4-9on

time.

WW4&S
188

SU was still unable to get their game together and found themselvesdown 22 points
with just ten minutes left in the game.
The Redhawks, with their backs against
the wall, countered the Vikings' offensive
juggernaut by mounting an even stronger
defensive effort. They held Western to just
threefield goals in the last ten minutes. This
propelled them on a 27-9 run to finish the
game, but it was not enough.
Brain Johnson had 18 points for the
Redhawks. Heled fourotherRedhawks who
scored in double figures.

prof, Audrey Wright

Body and soul, Black America
reveals the extreme questions

contemporary life, questions
m of
mSm of freedom and identity:
am?
How canIbe who I

heat,killing any chance for a

;

omeback.
"We kept it close until ten minutes left,
len they started pressing and we just gave
p. When they got a goodlead wejust gave
p," Nelson said.
Coach Al Hairston said, "we were in it the
whole game, we just ran out of gas (in the
econd half)."
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Education
Assistance
* Part-time
"
$9.50/Hour

blew Course, Spring 2QOO

I

"

Seattle University study abroad programs
Did you know that Seattle
University has an exchange
Program in Korea? Come to the
Office 3rd floor
International Studies
«■.
■
Casey, X5380 to find out» more.

Job*
$8.50
Weekends and Holiday* Off

_

* IncredibleBenefits
* Snort Shifts

" Mustbe 18 Years or Older

_..,.«

-- — ______________
"_

Latin AmericanStudies
German Area Studies
ReciprocalExchanges

WALK-IN INTERVIEWS WELCOME

Seattle
4455 7th Avenue South

WWVk/.uPStOty.CO/ *
1

Equal Opportunity Employer
UPS Earn A Learn Program guidelines apply
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Summer Programs
Albers Schoolof Business
Volunteer Programs

Belize
china
England
ranee

I

Germany

Greece
India

Italy
Japan

Mexico

Nepal

Redmond

18001 Union Hills Road NE

'^

June Jordan

I Expand your horizons
Up to $23,000 in Collegef

half-

HUAAT 393-01/SOCL 391-01
00SQ: 2:15-3:20 PM MWF
Barman 404

mmm
jSHBBjH

mmmm

at

i

i

l||H«n
v>v_^''®

For more information contact International Studies, Casey 3rd floor, (206) 296-5380
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Little known hockey team beating foes big time
Despite small crowds and hidden arenas the team is thriving
Scott van amburg
StaffReporter
A crowd of less than ten people
showeduplastSunday to watchthe

Seattle Universityhockey teamtake
the ice in their 13th game of the

an open mens' league.
Many of themembers onthe opposing Grizzly team were middleagedmen not affiliated with a particularschool ororganization, while
SU's team was composed of a collectionof undergraduate andgraduate students, faculty and alumni.
Some of the Grizzly skaters wore
matching uniforms, others didnot.
It was quite a contrast from the
Redhawk players,whoweresharply
dressedin black and maroon.
The game was a mismatch as
well. SU shot out toa commanding
early lead, scoring three goals be-

year.
Don't be fooled though, this has
more to do with the team being
unknown and playing in an arena
that is hard to find than with the
quality of the game beingpoor.
For the few who did show up,
they got what they came for exciting hockey. Despite the lack of
an audience, the action was very foretheGrizzliesgot evena sniffof
intense. It was everythingthat one the other side of the rink.
would expect, and then some, at a
Theaction waschaotic,and emobig hockey game.
tionran high. Lots of goodhockey
SU hockey is a club sport, not a was played in the first period, devarsity program. The games are spite the lopsided score.
Another mismatch began to
played at the nondescript Sno-King
Arena in Lynnwood, just off the emerge as the first period proInterstate. The team plays in the gressed.Thismismatch wasnot reCascade Hockey League which is lated to theplaying but to the offici-

—

ating. The Redhawks werecalled

for three penalties in the first 20
minutes of action, and thus spent
thirty percent of the time at a fouron-fivedisadvantage. Thiswas how
the Grizzlies managed toscrape out
a goal and the score at the endofthe
first period was 3-1.
Team captain Nick Lockwood
looked todiscuss this disparity with
the referees at the break between
periods. He was told the following
by the lead referee: "We've got to
tighten up the game a little bit.
You'vegot a lot of B-league players playing here in the C-league.
We've got to make it a little more
competitive."
"They sucked, dude," was
Lockwood' s postgame response,
"they called a really bad game."
Defenseman Scan Walsh was
whistled twice in the first 20 minutes; the second penalty coming
just five minutesafter the first.
He also had some choice words
following the
game,

The

reffing was dismal to say the
least." In responsetohis two
quick penalties,
he quipped,"Call
me the team
goon. Actually,
Ilike 'The Enforcer.'"

SU proceeded
with its domination in the secondperiod;however, despite the
unbalanced officiating that accountedfor them
>eing called
much more frequently than the
PHOTO COURTESY OF MARKGARDNER Grizzlies, the
TheSUhockey teamfrom left, Toprow:NickLockwood,Paul Weir,Mark Gardner,Andrew Redhawks continued to score,
Wahl, Mike Moedritzer, Tom Caldwel, Ned Conroy, Frank Lee, Scan Walsh
and
the referees
Bell,
Tanaka,
BergenHauge
Barbara
Bottom row: Steve Pellerine,Jared Rydrych,Hitomi

continued to penalize them for it.
SUHOCKEY
picked
Atonepoint, anSUplayer
—
Remainingschedule
up a four minute penalty double
February 13 @ 5:45 p.m.
the standard length. Thereason for
the extended time could not be disFebruary 22 @ 11:20 p.m.
cerned. Immediately after thatpenalty, another was called on the
February 28 @ 11:00 p.m.
Redhawks.This put twomen in the
penalty box for a full twominutes.
March 5 @7:15p.m.
Three skaters were left on the ice
for SU to defend against five GrizMarch 12 @ 5:45 p.m.
zlies.
This is where team captain
March 19 @ 11:20 p.m.
Lockwood stepped up and led the
defensive effort. The three
March 26 @ 10:45 p.m.
Redhawks held off the Grizzlies
without a problem; in fact, there
April 2 @ 7:15p.m.
was notasingle shot ongoal for the
entiretwominute "doublepenalty."
April 9 @ 5:45 p.m.
Defense is what keyed the offensefor mostof the contest; a lotof
April 18 @ 11:20 p.m.
SUgoals were scored on fast break
All games are playedatSno-King
opportunities supplied by strong
Ice Arena in Lynnwood.
defensive performances. Left wing
StevePellarmine led the offensive
charge.Hisprolific scoringledwhat
wound up to be an impressive 7-1
SU victory.
Although an official stats crew
was not present, it was easy tosee
that the Redhawks enjoyednearly a
3-1 advantage in shots on goal
throughout the contest.
"We' yeneverdominated likethat
before. Weplayed well,"Lockwood
said after the victory.
Not Ready for
The win put the Redhawks in
third place in their league behind
the Isotopesand Team K. According toLockwood,SUhad a onegoal
advantagegoing into the third and

final period against both of these
teams and wound up settling for a
tie each time.
Their 10-1-2 record is especially
impressiveconsideringthat the team
has onlybeenaroundsincelastyear.
Maybe if more fans learn about
the team and attend their games it
will be enough support to help the
team capture the league title.
But first the fans will have to be
able to find the arena.

the LSAT?

I'm Steven Klein, LSAT
specialist. Fourteen years and
3000 students later, Idon't
think anyone knows more
about this test, or how to teach
it, than Ido. That's why I
still
teach my own classes. That's
whyyou should callme.
Mynine week course features
36 hours of class time with
weeklyhelp sessions and five
mock exams for thereasonable
price of $695.
I can answer any LSAT
question - let me proveit. Call
now for a free seminar:
524-4915

GRAND OPENING
VANTAGE PARK APARTMENTS
1011 EAST TERRACE STREET

London

$384

Paris

$415

New York

$293

Madrid

$534

633*000

4341University Way Nt

2 BLOCKS EASTOF BROADWAY. 4 BLOCKSSOUTHOF SEATTLE UNIVERSITY

1 BD FROM $870/2 BD FROM $1100

" BRANDNEW LUXURY APARTMENT HOMES WITH DESIGNER FINISHES
" CITY AND MOUTAIN VIEWS
" EXERCISE FACILITEIS
" HIGHSPEED INTERNET AVAILABLE
" SECURED PARKING AVAILABLE
" PET FRIENDLY
vantagepark(q),vahoo.com
CALL (206) 381-5878
FAX (206) 381-5876

AH tares are roureMnp Tax notincluded
Some restrictions appty

|][filTRAVEL]

Professionally managedby

WE'VE BEEN THERE.
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Intramural Standings and Scores
la Standings
Team W-L
Digglers 5-1
Trippin Billies 4-2
Chronically Challenged3-3
Caballio Hunters 0-6

BASKETBALL
Men's 4a Standings:
Jessica's Jammers 5-0
Oil Cans 1-2
IRA 0-3-1(forfeit)
Men's 3a Standings
Green Bowl Packers 5-0

Gorgy 0-4

SOCCER
Co-Rec 2a Standings
Island Magic 4-0
GHEE 2-2
Crew 1-3
Six Pack Charlie 1-3

Men's 2a Standings
Cage 5-0
Defenseless 4-1
Eight-O-Eight 2-3
Staff Infection 2-3
Flow 1-2-1 (forfeit)
Copenhagen 1-2-2 (forfeit)

Co-Rec la Standings
Pilau 3-1
H-T-W 3-2
Locos De 3-1-1 (forfeit)
Iron Lung 2-2
Rock-N-Rollers 2-3
Fussball Fury 1-4

AiSalaki4-l
TeamTight 3-2
Jock Talk 2-3
lL's 0-4

Ford Clary
Sports Editor
Lately it has been easy to be angry at
sports.

Men's la Red Standings

Chu'sCrew 3-0
8-0-8 2-1
Chieftans2-1

Men's Soccer Standings
The Dirty Kids 4-1-0
VeryIndecisive 3-0-1
Aardvark 3-1-0
Team X 2-1-0-1 (forfeit)
Blackout 2-3-1
Hung Over 1-2-2
No Smoking 1-3-0
JA 0-2-2
SUPowers 0-2-2

GTG 2-2

High Men 1-3
Super Saiyans 0-3
Men's laBlue Standings
Roughnecks 4-0

Cash Money 2-1
We-be-tired 1-2

Train Spotters 1-2

Congratulations to last weekend's 3-on-3
tournament champions, SIMP. The team is

Bell Boys 1-2

Marianas 1-3
CO-REC BASKETBALL
2a Standings
GO Cheiftans 6-0
LavidaGrande 3-3
Hooah 2-4
Jammers 1-5

composed of Cory Long, Jon Arboles and
Chris Valberg.
They will travel to Spokane March 4 to
represent Seattle University at the regional
tournament.

*

GoodLuck Guys!
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A Collision ol Cultures: Ilinclus, Mughals and the
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CantingofTheEuropeans

Independent India: Gandhi's and Nehru's Visions lor India

LL|M..;i1(.^

I'rospcds and Challenges lor India Today and Tomorrow
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Eras:

Spirt tvi^iitvf:
A Iuxuriantly Rich Tradition: Indra, Shiva the Destroyer,
Vishnu the Preserver, Krishna. Karma. Gurus,
Reincarnation. Ashrams, Yoga, the Caste System,
Vegetarianism, Sacred Cattle, and more.

The Great Sacred Literatureof AncientIndia:

Veclas, Llpanishads. Bhagavad Gita.

New Course: Spring 2000
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Fed up with sports?

In the last couple of months Atlanta
Braves pitcher John Rocker spewedracist
venom to anyone that wouldlisten. Carolina Panthers wide receiver Rae Carruth
was charged with the murder ofhis pregnant girlfriend. Baltimore Ravens linebacker Ray Lewis was charged with two
slayings. Earnibbler Mike Tyson waspaid
millions to fight again, despite his cannibalisticbehavior. Mostrecently,localhoop
phenomturnedNCAA starJamal Crawford
was suspended for five games because he
acceptedacarandmoney from aMichigan
booster.
IfCrawford'scaseisnotenough toshow
that even amateur sports are far from perfect these days,consider thecase ofa Little
League coachinArizona. He recentlytold
the local media that he was driven out of
town by the parentsof the childrenthathe
Coached.They w«ffe soupset thatthecoach's
son got so much playing time and that the
teamlost in the playoffs that they made it
hard for the coach to continue living in the
same town. He is currently residing in
Alabama.
These are some of the more heinous
examples; there is also the whole Ken
Griffey fiasco,Shawn Kemp's illegitimate
children upand down the West Coast, and
other cases that show a lack of sportsmanship or upstanding morals.
Themorecases like this thatI
read about,
the more Iquestion why Ican't get enough
of sports. But it does not take much questioning before Iquickly try to catch the
sports on the local newscast or log back
onto nba.com. The more Iquestion the
value of sports, and the values upheld by
sports, the more Irealize just how much I
love them.
Matt Damonlearns in themovieRounders that we cannot hide who we are,andI
cannot hide thatI
am a sports fan.
presented sucha listofthe wrongs
SinceI
of sports, Ifeel it is my duty as a fan to
provide apartial list of what is right about
sports. Sohere itis:
Every so often a player comes along,
such as Michael Jordan, who allows us to
see what happens when a human being
exceeds his potential.
Playing sports can give one a bonding
experience withother peoplethat will last
recentlyreadaninterview with
alifetime. I
a former Seahawks player who said he
encouraged his kids to play team sports
because thereare noFive-Year Championship Reunions in golf or tennis.
Sports give you the opportunity to test
your limits. Such an opportunity is rarein
our world. Who could argue thatrunning a
marathon is not an adequate test of a
person's inner strength?
Two people that would not be able to

stayin the sameroomif they were arguing
about abortion could talk face to face for
three hours to decide if Joe Montana or
Johnny Unitas was a better quarterback.
(By the way, theanswer is Montana.)
The Super Bowl and World Series, in
particular, give you the chance to ask a
complete stranger,"Who doyoulikein the
game?"
You can get completely muddy and
sweaty and still have a verygood excuse.
Golfmakes youfeellike youare thenext
Tiger Woods one day, and the worst hack
that evergrabbed a set of clubs the next. It
will keep you humble like nothing else.
The "March Madness" of the NCAA
basketball tournament causessomuch excitement that, when Iwas in high school,
teachers whohadonly given me a passing
nodall year would breathlesslyask me ifI
thought Campbell College could upset
Duke.
Wakeboardingprovidesanactivity while
you spend a beautiful day on the water
with your best friends.
Where else can 300-pound men sit outside in minus 30-degree weather with no
shirts on and huge letters painted on their
chests andbe heroes?
Rick the Peanut Man would not be able
to do his job with as much pizzazz at the
Opera. Can you imagine the slogan: It's
not over til the fat lady gets binkedin the
head by a stray bag of peanuts?
Gary Glitter, the performer who made
the "Duh-Duh-Duh-Hey"(Rock andRoll
part 2) song has a careerbecause of sports.

Vince Carter. He provides an almost

daily "Oh my goodness,Jcan'tbelievehe
did that." It's alwaysgood to be surprised.
Fans geta chance to say at leastI'm not
a Saints (or fill in other poor team here)
fan. It's always good to be better than
someoneelse is,especially fansthat would
be dumb enough to pick your rival.
Sports give a chance for there to be
sports movies: Where would we be without Happy Gilmore and The Waterboyi
You can have a rational reason for hav-

ing ten pairs of shoes.
A guy like former DetroitPiston guard
and 1989 Finals MVP Joe Dumars can
become a role model. He wouldbe just as
good a guy if he werea welder,but would
anyone know whohe is?
Brian Bosworth proved that shortcuts
get you nowhere. Surehemay havelots of
money, but he has constant shoulder pain
and is doomed to star in the very lamest
movies they show on HBO.
TheNBAbrought thedunk contestback.
It willgiveus a small way to seehow Tracy
McGrady and Steve Francis wouldhave
stacked upagainst Dr. Jand Larry Nance.
When you finish the season in PeeWees, everybody on the team gets some
kind of award,whetherit befor scoring the
most goals or bringing the best halftime
snacks.
Where else but at sporting events can
riachos, bratwurst, crackerjacks and a supertanker of pop be considered a wellbalanced meal?
This is just a partial list of some of the
things that I find to be absolutely right
ibout sports; other fans may have other
spinions and that is just partof the beauty
jf it. We just have to make sure we value
ivhat we have and not let the jerks ruin
iports for everyone.
For every Rocker there is a Dumars
>omewhere;let'sall strive tobeDumarsin
sports andin life.
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ASSOCIATED STUDENTS OF SEATTLE UNIVERSITY
Have a band? Want to be heard? SEAC is looking for bands to perform. Join in the first ever Student Events and Activities Council sponsored Y2K Battle of the Bands on Feb. 26, 2000.Ifyou are interested, applications are already available
at the front desks of Campion, Bellarmine and Xavier Halls as well as the CAC and the SEAC office in the Upper SUB.
Applications are due Feb. 14 by 4:30 p.m. at the SEAC office.
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Big Gay Als Big Gay Film Series
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Come watch films shedding light on 1/g/b/f issues with
/
power and humor.
X
/
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X
The Adventures ofPriscilla: Queen of the Desert
f
the Jet CitA
Feb. 17
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f
Ellen's coming out episode Feb. 24
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In and Out Mar. 2
/
free! Drinks
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X
and Snacks
- % arin the Community Room @
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n ,
provided. Spon- X\
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the Murphy Apartments.
sored by Freshman \ everyone welcome! /
sexual minorities andnonminorities promoting tolSuccess. Wednedsay,
Snacks and drinks provided.
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Feb 16 @8 p m \X\
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NOW Hiring: ASSU is looking for
X
X
an office assistant. Student, onjch/r^c
i
v
XX
$6.65 per hour,
study,
campus, work
\X

\
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/

flexible hours, fun!

versity at Seattle UniverSeattle University sity.Next meeting:Tonight
meets Mondays at 8 (Thursday, Feb. 10) @ 8
p.m.inthe Upper
„n.
m- in thePatnciaWlsmer
Pjoin
us For
sub.
more
n.ure.niurmuMon«
information c- Center (Ist floor Loyola).

soohpDdi3@hotTioJoom

Art Fest 2000

Schedule of Events

mcnJay* let. 14

Wednesday,let** 16

luesJay* let. 15

Storyteller Pat Peterson "Straight frorr
the Heart," stories of love and laughte
@ 12 p.m., Ist Floor SUB.
Francisco
Art Fest Gallery
Artist Talk John August Swanson
Valentine Cookie and Card Decorat- 11 a.m. SUB Upper Bunk
ing
Spam Carving Registration @ 11:30 p.m., judg- "Bringing Biblical Narratives to Life,'
@ 3:30 p.m., Lemieux Library.
ing @ 1p.m.
11 a.m., Ist floor SUB
Dinner withDamir
11:30 a.m. IstFloor SUB
Jet City Improv @ 8 p.m., Campior
5 p.m., Bellarmine Lobby
Art Fest Reception @ 6 p.m. SUB Upper Bunk Ballroom.

Lunch withDamir
Poster sale
Acoustic guitar performer from San 10 a.m., Ist Floor SUB

-

Ikursdajr* fel»* « 7
Wax Hands: Creating wax sculptures of the hand gesture of your choice @ 11 a.m., Ist Floor SUB.
Artist Reception: John August Swanson @ 4 p.m., Ist Floor Casey.
SUB Movie Nights: "ABug's Life @ 7 p.m., IstFloor SUB
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R SUNDBORG WILL V
TALK WITH THE COUNCIL ON TUESDAY, FEB. 15 7:45 P.M. IN SUB 205.

Submit to Fragments: A Magazine ofLiterary and Visual Arts

Submit your poetry, prose, artwork and photography to Fragments, SU's
literary magazine, and be remembered forever! Submissionguidelines can be
'
picked up intheEnglish department on the fifth floor ofthe Casey Building or
me Fine Arts department office in the Fine Arts building. Submissions due
c)0"
y Wendesday, Mar. 1,2000. Poetry and prose maybe turned into the Fragments
intheEnglishdepartment, artworkandphotography maybe turnedintothe
2-9 j box
/ secretary in the Fine Arts building.
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Work Study
Positions
Available

Lab Tech II:
Radiation Safety
Tech. Provide Radiation Safety

svcs. to researchers calibrate surGreat opportunity
meters, maintevey
in medical/research
nance inventory.
fields. The Fred
Phys/Chem/EngiHutchinson Cancer
Research Center has neers/related major
preferred. Comp.
many work study
positions available Exp. req.
immediately for
winter and spring
quarters.

Health & Safety
Tech: Perform
Office Workers:
Wide variety of
clerical and support tasks. Prior

.

.

office experience
helpful<

Lab Aid: Gain
practical experience in lab. General support, prep
solutions,

record/

assist w/ experiments, stock/ order
supplies, other
duties as assigned/
able

-

various support
functions for the
hazardous materials
data ensection:
"

- ...

».__.

jshotwell@fhcrc.org.

(206) 731-6088, or

FHCRC is an EOE.

mail to:

Office Assistant Posistion

Neurological Rehabilitation Services
Mail st°P 359744

|~~~
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Attn: Dave Clemmons

Job Development
Specialist--50%

Only 2 blocks
, T
*
away from n
SU. Incumbent with excell
ent verbal/written
skills to represent
lated major preVocationalist Rehaferred. Required: 1 bilitation Seryear inorganic chem vi
ces, a program
& iclass in orthat prOvides emganic chem".
ployment assistance
$8 50-9 31/hr
to those with cenDOE Interested
tral nervous system
applicants fax or
disorders. Flexible
e-mail resume to
work schedule. $13/
Shotwell
Jennifer
hr. Fax resumes:
fax: (206)667-4051
attn Dave Clemmons

.
.
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For Rent

.

(OC)fl\OQa
£474
ZVO <>4
/4
(ZVO)

End of February
thru July
1 bedroom
$535 includes heat
& water
extra bed in living
room
Friendly neighbors
Call 325"4052

or fax her at
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Seattle, WA 98104

Located in busy
medical office on
Swedish campus.
Filing, phones,
deliveries. Medical
office experience
preferred. $9/hr.
10-20 hrs/wk. Call
Bey 340-1217

~

Ink et
Cartridges

f

.

thereafter.
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INK-JET CARTRIDGES ARE EXPENSIVE!!! Save 30%60% ON ALL INK-JET,
LASER, FAX, AND

COPIER SUPPLIES.
Web:
www.firstclassgroup.com,

or: email
info@firstclassgroup.ccm
phone (215)891-1792
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U.
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$7.00 17inch
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New York Pizzct
Corner of 14th & Madison
free parking in rear

*Please mention this ad when ordering-valid only with student ID card
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2/10and 11-"Feministßeflections" conference.Thur.
3:45 p.m. 8:30 p.m.,Fri. 9:30 a.m. 6 p.m. For more
information contact Dr. Maria BullonFernandez @
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2/11 and 12 "God at 2000 Downlink" conference.
Theologians discuss the nature of God. Pigott
Auditorium, 9 a.m. 4:30 p.m. For more information
visithttp://www.god2ooo.orst.edu/online.
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2/13-DesmondTutu speaks® Connolly Center, 3 p.m.
For more information visit http://www.seattleu.edu/
mtu.
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Women 8 basketball @St Martin's College, 7

-

Pacific
/ 1 2/10-12
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Robin Hood gives Cupid archery lessons.
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2/15 PIRG career positions information session. For
more information contact TheresaHowell @ (360)866-6000, x6058 or visit http://www.plrg.org.
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Long

Collegiate Swim Championships in

CA.

2/12 ~ Mens basketball
University, 7 p.m.
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Central Washington

- Women's basketball @

2/12

Central Washington
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2/13 Hockey @ Sno-King Ice Arena inLynwood, 5:45

-

2/14 Women's basketball @ Cascade College, 7 p.m.
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Thur. Sat. @ 7:30 p.m. and Sun. @ 2 p.m. through 3/5.

2/13 Northwest Lesbian and Gay History Project

2/11 BillBradley3 speaks @ PikePlaceMarket,11a.m.
presents "Queen City Comes Out." Breakfast and
Presentation of history of the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual,
Transgender movements in Seattle, 11 a.m. 1 p.m.
Chicken Soup Brigade Annex Building, Free. For more

-

information call (206) 323-2227.
2/16

- The Pretenders, Gay Dad @ The Paramount

Theater, 8 p.m. Tickets $27.50 - $39.50 in advance.
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2/10 Trick Deck @ TheLast Supper Club, 10 p.m. $5. l
A/ST
2/10 Seattle Shakespear Festival presents Henry V.
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